
AP Seminar End-of-Course Exam PART A Rubric with Scoring Notes 2019 

Additional Scores 
In addition to the scores represented on the rubrics, readers can also assign scores of 0 (zero) and NR (No Response). 

0 (Zero) 
A score of 0 is assigned to a single row of the rubric when the response displays a below-minimum level of quality as identified in that row of the rubric. 
Scores of 0 are assigned to all rows of the rubric when the response is off-topic; a repetition of a prompt; entirely crossed-out; a drawing or other markings; 
or a response in a language other than English. 

NR (No Response)   
A score of NR is assigned to responses that are blank. 
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Row/Proficiency Score 0 if… Points earned for… 
MAX 
Points 

1 UNDERSTAND 
AND ANALYZE 
ARGUMENT 

The response misstates the author’s argument, 
main idea, or thesis. 

1 Pt 

The response identifies, in part and with 
some accuracy, the author’s argument, main 
idea, or thesis. 

2 Pts 

The response accurately identifies the 
author’s argument, main idea, or thesis. 

3 Pts 

3 

Decision Rules & Scoring Notes 

Does the response accurately identify the argument or main idea in its entirety? 

NO NO, but YES 

The response misidentifies the main argument 
or provides little or no indication of 
understanding of any part of the main 
argument (or it just states the topic). 

Commonly, these responses restate the title or 
part 1 of the argument: “The voting age should 
be lowered to 17.” 

Part of the argument is accurately described 
but part is omitted (it is overgeneralized). 
All parts are described, but either vaguely or 
with some inaccuracy. 

Commonly, these responses state part 1 of 
the argument with either part 2 or 3: “The 
voting age should be lowered to 17 because 
it increases voter turnout” or “The voting age 
should be lowered to 17 because it improves 
democracy.” 

All three main parts of the argument are 
correctly described. 
Demonstrates understanding of the 
argument as a whole. 

For example, “The voting age should be 
lowered to 17 because it increases voter 
turnout which improves democracy.” 

The Argument/thesis has three main parts: 
1. Lowering the voting age to 17
2. Increases voter turnout by making voting habitual and creates informed voters
3. Improves democracy, increases engagement in the democratic process, OR helps make better policies
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Row/Proficiency Score 0 if… Points earned for… 
MAX 
Points 

2 UNDERSTAND 
AND ANALYZE 
ARGUMENT 

The response correctly identifies at least one 
of the author’s claims. 

2 Pts 

The response provides a limited explanation 
of the author’s line of reasoning by 
accurately identifying some of the claims 
AND identifying the connections or 
acknowledging a relationship among them. 

4 Pts 

The response provides a thorough 
explanation of the author's line of 
reasoning by identifying relevant claims 
and clearly explaining connections among 
them. 

6 Pts 

6 

Decision Rules & Scoring Notes 

Does the response explain connections between the claims identified? 

No claims are 
accurately identified. 

NO YES, but YES 

The response accurately identifies only one 
claim, or identifies more, but makes no 
reference to connections between them. 

Some claims are accurately identified but 
there are also some significant inaccuracies 
or omissions. 
Demonstrates limited understanding of the 
reasoning by providing only few or 
superficial connections between claims. 

Most of the claims in the argument are 
accurately identified and the relationships 
between them are clearly explained 
(including how they relate to the overall 
argument). 

The author’s claims are: 
1. If the government affects you, you get to vote.
2. Voting is habitual, and 18 year-olds are less likely to form the habit than 17 year-olds.
3. Seventeen is a good age to instill voting habits because students are still living at home; voting can be encouraged in schools and can become a social

norm.
4. Teenagers are well enough informed to vote.
5. Lowering the voting age does not favor/benefit any political party (refutes counterclaim about partisan effect).
6. Lowering the voting age will create informed voters.
7. Informed voters are beneficial to democracy.

***Note: A response may evaluate sources and evidence in the second part (Row 2), and/or analyze the argument in the third part (Row 3). Credit 
should be awarded for this. 
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Row/Proficiency Score 0 if… Points earned for… 
MAX 
Points 

3 EVALUATE 
SOURCES AND 
EVIDENCE 

The response identifies little evidence. It 
makes a superficial reference to relevance 
and/or credibility but lacks explanation. 

2 Pts 

The response explains various pieces of 
evidence in terms of credibility and 
relevance, but may do so inconsistently or 
unevenly.  

4 Pts 

The response evaluates the relevance and 
credibility of the evidence and thoroughly 
evaluates how well the evidence is used 
to support the author’s argument. 

6 Pts 

6 

Decision Rules & Scoring Notes 

Does the response provide a critique of the evidence presented in the article? 

Evidence is 
misidentified or 
excluded from the 
response AND there 
is no evaluative 
statement about its 
effectiveness.  

NO, YES, but YES 

The response identifies at least one piece of 
evidence but disregards how well it supports 
the claims.  
OR  
Offers broad statements about how well the 
evidence supports the argument without 
referencing ANY specific evidence. 

The response provides a vague, superficial, 
or perfunctory assessment of how well at 
least two pieces of evidence support the 
argument.  
OR 
The response may explain the relevance and 
credibility of the evidence presented but 
explanations lack detail. 

The response provides detailed evaluation 
of how well the evidence presented 
supports the argument by  

• Evaluating the strengths and/or
weaknesses of the evidence
AND

• Evaluating the relevance and
credibility of the specific pieces
of evidence presented 
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